
02

Apparel and Accessory Design
Manufacturing and Production
Retail and E-commerce
Marketing and Branding
Sustainable Fashion and Ethics

INDUSTRY

03

AI in fashion design innovation
Machine learning for trend forecasting
Personalization engines in retail
AI-driven supply chain optimization
Sustainable fashion practices with AI
Data analytics in customer behavior
Virtual try-on and augmented reality
AI in textile technology and materials
Digital marketing with AI tools
Ethical and transparent fashion production

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Enhanced consumer engagement
Predictive market insights
Sustainable industry practices
Creative design advancements
Efficient production and retail

WHY CHANGE?

01

Tailored customer experiences
Trend prediction and analysis
Efficient supply chain management
Personalized product recommendations
Enhanced design and production processes

WHY AI?

07

AI-driven custom design and production
Real-time trend adaptation with AI
Enhanced supply chain efficiency using AI
Personalized shopping experiences
AI in identifying sustainable materials
Machine learning in customer loyalty programs
AI tools for fashion marketing
Predictive AI in demand forecasting
Automation in textile production
AI ethics in fashion branding

AI DISRUPTION

09

Cutting-edge AI and machine learning technology
Collaboration between fashion brands and tech developers
Skilled workforce in fashion, AI, and data science
Strong focus on sustainability and ethical practices
Infrastructure for digital integration in fashion

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for fashion trend analysis
Robotics in garment manufacturing
Machine learning for inventory management
Chatbots for customer service in fashion retail
Augmented reality for virtual fittings
Predictive analytics in fashion e-commerce
AI in fabric quality control
Data-driven customer segmentation
AI for ethical and sustainable sourcing
Personalized recommendation algorithms

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

Nike (Sportswear and innovative fashion technology)
Zara (Fast fashion and trend responsiveness)
H&M (Sustainability initiatives and AI integration)
Adidas (Athletic wear and digital innovation)
Chanel (Luxury fashion with a move towards tech)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

Nike’s AI in product design and customization
Stitch Fix’s AI in personalized styling
Zara’s AI in trend analysis and inventory
H&M’s AI for sustainable material sourcing
The North Face’s AI shopping assistant
Tommy Hilfiger’s AI design competition
Levi’s AI chatbot for customer service
Adidas’s AI in manufacturing automation
Burberry’s AI in customer insights and marketing
Rent the Runway’s AI for rental recommendations

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI biases in design and marketing
Privacy concerns in consumer data handling
Over-reliance on AI, potentially stifling creativity
Ethical concerns in AI-driven production
Cybersecurity threats in fashion retail technology
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12

Balancing AI personalization with privacy?
AI's role in sustainable vs. fast fashion?
Ethical considerations in AI-driven production?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic AI integration in fashion processes
Ethical guidelines for AI in fashion
Training in AI, fashion design, and sustainability
Strong focus on data security and consumer trust
Continuous adaptation to AI advancements

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in fashion industry
Implement AI tools in design, retail, and production
Train staff in AI, fashion tech, and ethical use
Integrate AI in marketing and customer engagement
Assess AI impact on design and sustainability

STEP BY STEP AI

11

Misuse of AI in consumer data exploitation
AI-driven biases affecting inclusivity in fashion
Over-automation leading to job loss
Misrepresentation of AI capabilities in marketing
Unauthorized use of AI in counterfeit fashion

MISUSE

15

Ethical and transparent AI use
AI as a complement to human creativity
Focus on AI for customer-centric services
Innovate responsibly with AI in fashion
Adapt AI strategies to changing industry trends

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of fashion collections for market testing
Virtual models for supply chain management
AI simulations for retail strategies
Digital replicas of production processes
Virtual reality for design conceptualization

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI fashion designers
Machine learning specialists in trend analysis
Sustainable fashion consultants with AI expertise
Data-driven fashion marketing professionals
AI-driven supply chain managers

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics for fashion trends
AI algorithms for customer preference analysis
Machine learning in supply chain optimization
Data analytics for sustainable fashion practices
Neural networks for creative design patterns

AI MODELS

18

Italy (Renowned for luxury fashion and design)
France (Leader in haute couture and fashion innovation)
United States (Major market for diverse fashion trends)
United Kingdom (IFashion creativity and education)
Japan (Pioneer in technology-driven fashion)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

AI as a core component in fashion design and retail
Advanced AI in sustainable fashion practices
AI-driven personalization in fashion experiences
Enhanced creativity with AI in fashion design
Ethical AI shaping the future of fashion

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"Fashionopolis": Fast fashion's cost (Thomas).
"The AI Age": AI's impact on humanity (Riccoboni).
"This is Marketing": Visibility lessons (Godin).
"Sustainable Fashion": Eco-design (Fletcher).
"The End of Fashion": Marketing's role (Agins).

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Vogue: Fashion trends, news, and runway shows.
Fashionista: Fashion news, critiques, and career advice.
The Business of Fashion: Global fashion industry news.
WWD (Women's Wear Daily): Fashion industry and beauty.
Fashion Theory: Academic journal on fashion.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

Isaac Mizrahi: Creativity in fashion.
Kaustav Dey: Fashion's expressive power.
Eman Mohammed: Fashion, religion, women's rights.
Christina Dean: Actions for sustainable fashion.
Lucy Siegle: Fashion's ethical challenges.

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a n AI-related talk,
workshop or consulting. We'd love to help!
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